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Chapter 1
Introduction
A language is not a static entity. It is dynamic. A new word like frenemy or podcast,
coined by an individual, can spread through a community or nation to become part
of the language [1]. And parts of a language, like the word whom in English, can
begin to fade away if people stop using it.
1.1 A hierarchy of variation
The forces that cause change in a language over time must necessarily arise from
variation in it-within constraint, there is infinite possibility for variation in language.
We can describe the types of variation in a hierarchy.
Highest is the language families, a phylogeny of languages, each branching off from
a common ancestor language. The English language, for example, fits in the following
hierarchy, from largest (oldest) to smallest (newest): Indo-European - Germanic -
West Germanic - English. A closely related language is German, which splits off
from English: Indo-European -+ Germanic -4 West Germanic -- High German
German [2].
Each language has a specific way of putting words together (syntax), forming new
words and parts of speech (morphology), rules for pronunciation (phonology), and
more. While languages are often described as discrete entities, it is difficult to draw
precise lines between languages. For example, some language varieties are mutually
intelligible, like Norwegian and Swedish, yet are officially different languages. Others,
like Chinese, are considered a single language despite being made up of mutually
unintelligible varieties.
Within a given language, there are dialects, which consist of further variations
in pronunciation (accent), sentence construction (syntax), and words used to name
things (lexical). Written forms of language introduce the issue of differences in spelling
conventions, like between American and British English.
Dialects can stretch over large areas such as several US states, or smaller areas
such as cities or parts of cities. Cities like New York, Boston, and Philadelphia have
distinct dialects associated with them. And dialects can be associated with social
groups-people living in South Boston speak differently from those on Beacon Hill,
and teenagers tend to speak differently from adults.
Individuals also have specific varieties of speech, or idiolects. They may use a
combination of words or phrases or speech patterns that are unique to them. But an
individual may also change the way he speaks based on the people he is speaking to.
This is partly because speakers know that others make judgements based on their
speech, and partly because each group's shared identity is tied up in their speech.
And, there is a different body of assumed knowledge in each group. People may also
change the way they speak over time. For example, they may pick up slang terms or
speech patterns from other people. The part of their language they end up actually
using depends in part on the image they want to project.
Next, there is variability due to context. If one imagines that there is some abstrac-
tion of a sound that a person intends to communicate, its actual production from the
vocal tract may be affected by several things. The vocal tract moves continuously-it
cannot jump instantaneously from one position to another-so the production of a
sound depends on what the vocal tract was doing immediately before. This is espe-
cially true if the speaker is speaking rapidly. In rapid speech, "don't you" may end
up sounding like "doncha." Vowels may be laxed, or produced "lazily" in unstressed
syllables. Also, prosodic context-appearing at the beginning or middle or end of a
sentence or phrase-affects the realization of phonemes. The position of a segment
within a word matters too. For example, /t/ can be aspirated as in top, unaspirated
as in stop, glottalized as in pot, or flapped as in (American English) butter.
Finally, there are variations in language that are noise-like, in the sense of not
necessarily being communicated with intent, like stress and illness. Emotion is sim-
ilar, but slightly different, because it can add meaning to an utterance, and it can
sometimes be communicated with intent. All of these affect the speech but are not
intrinsic to the speaker, and usually temporary.
1.2 How do we deal with variation?
With so much possible variation, it is a miracle that we can even understand each
other. Clearly, our brains are able to separate the similarities and the differences and
make use of both when processing speech. We can distinguish minute differences in
the way different people speak, yet are able to extract the common parts in order to
understand the content of what was spoken.
If we are to understand how people represent speech in their brains, in order to
build better models of human speech production and understanding, and to improve
automatic speech synthesis and recognition, we need to understand the different levels
of speech variation presented above.
In this thesis, I will focus on the middle part of the spectrum of variability, looking
at dialects, pronunciation in particular, because this is where the trouble begins. It
may seem reasonable to make the assumption that everyone in northern part of the
United States speaks similarly, and it may work quite well in a speech recognition
system most of the time, but as soon as a New Yorker or a Bostonian arrives, that
assumption does not match reality.
Then there are the many foreign accents, which are different from any of the
"native" accents. Speakers of a second language tend to carry over habits and sounds
from their native language, creating the perception of an accent. If the new language
has sounds not present in the speaker's native language, she either has to learn to
produce them or substitute sounds from her native language. And, she has to learn
to produce them in the correct contexts. In English, for example, words like the, and,
and for often get reduced, both in duration and in vowel quality, in rapid speech, and
failing to do that can make a speaker sound either formal or non-native.
I believe that in order to successfully identify dialects, the appropriate representa-
tion of speech is necessary. Any use of computers to process speech needs to transform
the audio waveform into some representation that captures the desired features for
the task. For dialect identification, the representation must capture all that distin-
guishes dialects. And through the study of dialects, we can learn more about how
people process language.
1.3 Outline
In Chapter 2, I describe the space into which my work fits and the history and state
of dialect research, focusing on the techniques that have been used to recognize a
speaker's dialect. Some are computational; some are traditional linguistic studies. I
explain the major insights they have made, some of their limitations, and where they
suggest avenues for further research.
Chapter 3 describes two areas of work I did-k-means clustering and self-organizing
maps-in investigating ways to study dialects and the insights I got from it.
Finally, Chapter 4 discusses several new directions for research in dialect, and
what I believe can be learned about language from this. These are the questions and
issues I think will need to be addressed next in language research.
Chapter 2
Background
There are two main ways to approach the problem of dialect variation.
One is to do linguistic studies. These kinds of studies usually begin with a hy-
pothesis about expected differences between groups of speakers. The subjects are
recorded saying some set of phrases or words. The resulting acoustics are measured,
either by hand or automatically, and analyzed to see how well they differentiate the
groups or to see what characterizes each group.
The drawback is that well-trained people are needed, and in general, the utterances
need to be hand-labeled, so it is expensive. However, if the goal is to characterize
a group rather than to design a system that will work without human intervention,
this may be acceptable.
The other approach is to treat dialect identification as a machine-learning problem.
In this case, the goal is to correctly classify utterances into dialects or languages. Here,
it is fatal if everything must be labeled by hand, because there is no way of dealing
with a large volume of data or adapting to the variation present in novel utterances.
Improving accuracy of dialect identification will come either from developing bet-
ter representations of speech that capture what is truly distinguishing among the
dialects, or by developing better algorithms. I think that the real breakthroughs will
come in new representations. The ideal representation would have to encompass all
the ways dialects could vary, a set of "dialect distinctive features" like the features
Chomsky and Halle developed for phonemes [3].
I will review the linguistic approaches, then the machine-learning approaches.
Most of the studies focus on American English but I think their results are general-
izable to other languages.
2.1 Linguistic and phonetic approaches
People have always noticed that people from different areas speak differently, but
standardizing or cataloging language has been a major motivation for collecting de-
tailed data about usage.
One of the first modern dialect studies was conducted by German linguist Georg
Wenker in a series of surveys starting in 1877, in which he asked people around
Germany questions about what they called various things [4]. There have been many
others since, most attempting to answer one or more of the following questions:
1. How do you define a dialect region?
2. Can you measure differences? If so,
3. What are the differences?
4. How do the dialects relate to each other?
Some attempts to catalog the varieties of American English are: Kurath's Linguis-
tic Atlas of New England [5], Kurath and McDavid's The Pronunciation of English
in the Atlantic States [6], Cassidy and Hall's Dictionary of American Regional En-
glish [7], and Labov et al.'s Atlas of North American English [8].
More recently, researchers have set up websites for studying dialects, with the
advantage that users can submit their own recordings or other data. Some of these
include the International Dialects of English Archive [9], George Mason University's
Speech Accent Archive [10], and Vaux et al.'s Dialect Survey [11].
2.1.1 What is a dialect region?
Dialects, like languages, are not discrete entities. There is continuous variation from
one to another. However, it is convenient to talk about them as if they were discrete.
In order to do so, one has to define where one dialect ends and the next one begins.
Historically, people have not moved around much, so most definitions of dialects are
tied to geographic dialect regions.
In the United States, there is one major dialect boundary that most people agree
on, the one between the North and the South, roughly the Mason-Dixon line. This
is the one dialect division that the average person can actually identify by ear. But
American English is more complex than that, and other dialect regions have been
proposed. There has been some debate about how many dialect groups there are,
and which features are most useful for dividing speakers into dialect groups.
Bailey argued that the North Midland and South Midland dialect regions should
be considered part of the Northern and Southern dialect regions, respectively, because
they are more similar to these regions than to each other [12]. He also argued that
using vocabulary is not a good way of determining dialect boundaries. There are
social differences in what words people have heard, even in the same dialect regions,
and many words are used all over.
Davis and Houck looked at phonological features and lexical items in 11 cities
on a north-south line to test the hypothesis that the Midland is a transition region
between North and South. They concluded that the Midland is not a separate region,
and that there is a linear relationship between frequency of use of Southern forms
and the distance south [13].
Johnson, in response to Davis and Houck, argued that it was inappropriate to
group together the lexical and phonological items, as this obscured finer patterns in
the data. In particular, there were words for which there was a significant difference in
usage between North and Midland, and between South and Midland, but not between
North and South, indicating that the Midland can be thought of as a region separate
from both North and South [14].
Significance These studies attempted to catalog the differences between regions,
and looked at both pronunciation and word usage. It seems that both aspects of
speech vary across dialect regions, but that they may have different patterns of vari-
ation.
The next group of studies attempted to answer the following question: Is there
evidence of an acoustic basis for the perceptually detectable differences among di-
alects?
2.1.2 Measuring differences among dialects
Vowel spaces
Simply listening to people talk makes it clear that much of the variation in dialects
is perceived in the vowels. Compare the British and American pronunciations of
the word tomato-the difference is between an /ej/ sound (as in lake) and an /a/
sound (as in father) in the middle of the word. Or think of the stereotyped Canadian
pronunciation of about as something like "aboot."
Therefore, a logical place to look for acoustic differences among dialects is in vowel
spaces. Whenever a speaker makes a voiced sound such as a vowel, his vocal tract
resonates at several natural frequencies, or formants, that can be approximated by
modeling the vocal tract as a series of coupled tubes. These natural frequencies vary
with the configuration of the vocal tract. So, for example, when narrowing the front
cavity of the vocal tract in pronouncing the vowel in beet, the natural frequencies are
different than when opening the front cavity to pronounce the vowel in father. By
treating the formant frequencies as components of a vector in n-dimensional space, a
vowel space can be defined.
Peterson and Barney
Peterson and Barney's classic study, "Control Methods Used in a Study of the Vow-
els," was the one of the first to measure acoustic correlates (in the form of vowel
spaces) of speech differences [15]. They plotted several English vowels pronounced
in an /hVd/ context (heed, hid, head, etc.) on a plot of second formant frequency
(F2) versus first formant frequency (Fl) and showed that vowels that were perceptu-
ally different, as judged by listeners, occupied different regions of the formant space.
They also showed that the same vowel pronounced by different people can appear in
varying positions in the space.
Given the recorded vowels, they did a listening test to see whether listeners could
accurately identify the vowel that was intended by the speaker. They found that
closeness in the vowel space correlated with confusion by the speaker, indicating that
listeners were using this information to identify vowels. Additionally, they found
evidence that the speakers' and listeners' backgrounds affected how they produced
and heard vowels. For example, /a/ and /a/ were confused most, especially by people
who did not distinguish between them in their own speech.
Significance Their study is a landmark study because it introduced some methods
for measuring formant values in such a way that the data could be analyzed statis-
tically. Their data, collected from men, women, and children, has been used as a
standard for the formant values of vowels in American English. But even more sig-
nificantly, because formant values differ among dialect groups, they highlighted the
fact that dialect makes a difference. Therefore, people who study American English
or any other major language variety may need to pay attention to dialect.
Also, they made some conclusions about the relationship of formant values to
identifiability. First, measuring the formant values at one point of a vowel is not
enough to characterize a given vowel, and the movement of the formants in the dura-
tion of the vowel needs to be considered. Second, the vowels that are near the edges
of the vowel space, like /u/ and /i/, are most easily identified: "certain of the vowels
are generally better understood than others, possibly because they represent 'limit'
positions of the articulatory mechanisms."
One would expect based on Peterson and Barney's results that people speaking
different dialects of English would have their vowels distributed in different ways in
the Fl-F2 space, and that people speaking similar dialects would have similar distri-
butions. Therefore, it should be possible to cluster speakers based on the differences
between their vowel distributions. That is, this vowel distribution should be a pre-
dictor of dialect.
Peterson and Barney's study became the de facto standard for vowel formant
values for the next several decades, despite some weaknesses. One weakness of their
study is that their group of speakers is not homogeneous, so it is unclear what part
of the variation is due to dialect and what part is just "regular" speaker variation.
Additionally, there is not detailed information about the individual speakers, and the
original signals are not available, so it is difficult to do other analyses of the data.
Hillenbrand et al.
Building on Peterson and Barney's work, Hillenbrand et al. repeated the study of
vowels with a group of speakers from Southern Michigan, and found that their vowel
spaces differed from the ones Peterson and Barney found [16].
They replicated Peterson and Barney's experiment with speakers from Michigan,
screened to exclude subjects who did not distinguish between /a/ and /z/. In addition
to the vowels Peterson and Barney used, they included /e/ and /o/ and diphthongs,
and they measured spectral change (change in formant values from point x to point
y), duration, and steady-state F1-F2 values for each of the vowels. Their purpose was
to provide updated data, since Peterson and Barney's data was decades old.
They found that their data differed significantly from Peterson and Barney's data.
The positions of the vowels were mostly similar, but they found less separation among
the vowels in the vowel space. In particular, /e/ had a higher F2 and lower F1 than
/E/ did, and they overlapped in the space. However, spectral change, measured
between 20% and 80% of vowel duration, was enough to disambiguate them. In the
perceptual tests, /me/ and /c/ were also highly identifiable.
Significance Like Peterson and Barney, Hillenbrand et al. concluded that the F1
and F2 values alone are not sufficient for classifying vowels. They cite the fact that
/m/ and /e/ are easily distinguished by listeners, despite being close in vowel space:
"the significantly increased crowding of vowels in static F1-F2 space relative to PB
was not accompanied by an increase in perceptual confusion among vowels." They
conjectured that the decreased separability in F1-F2 is compensated for by an increase
in spectral change.
They concluded: "the vowels of American English are more appropriately viewed
not as points in phonetic space but rather as trajectories through phonetic space."
And, they commented that the differences they observed could be attributed to dialect
differences, and the passage of over 40 years, implying that measurements like this
taken from a limited group should not be used to generalize across time and place.
Hagiwara
Hagiwara repeated Peterson and Barney's experiment, yet again, this time with speak-
ers from Southern California [17]. His goals were to show how formant values vary
across dialects and to create a set of data characterizing a new group of speakers. He
recorded speakers saying vowels in /bVt/, /tVk/ and /hVd/ contexts, and compared
their values to the ones obtained by Peterson and Barney and by Hillenbrand et al.
The major difference he found was that /u/ and /u/ had F2 values higher than
/a/. This is because "in casual speech, southern Californians rarely produce fully
rounded vowels," and the rounding tends to decrease F2. Also, /A/ had much higher
F2 for this group than for the other groups.
Significance The study generated another set of data about a specific dialect of
American English (Southern Californian) so that it could be compared to other di-
alects, and provided a description of that dialect. Hagiwara urged researchers to take
dialect into account in their descriptions of speech: "In discussions of vowel produc-
tion, references to 'General American' are not as informative as references to data
from specific dialects."
Consonants
Most studies of dialect focus on vowels, but there is reason to look at consonants.
They transmit dialect information, and can be especially revealing of foreign accents,
because unfamiliar consonants can be difficult to learn to pronounce. Differences in
usage of flaps, glottalization, frication, and voicing can all highlight dialect.
The consonant that has been studied most in research on American English di-
alects is /r/. There are two reasons for this. First, the pronunciation of postvocalic
/r/ (as in dark) is one of the features separating most American English dialects from
British English dialects, and therefore can be thought of as a characteristic feature
of American English. Second, there are a few dialects of American English that do
not pronounce the postvocalic /r/, so this feature is good for distinguishing those
dialects.
Labov studied the use of /r/ in employees of New York City department stores in
one of the first major sociolinguistic studies [18]. He found that the employees in the
higher status stores pronounced /r/ much more than those in the lower status stores.
The influence of Labov's work has been in establishing methods for collecting
dialect data in the field. For example, in the study of department stores, he elicited
the /r/ sound by asking for the location of something on the fourth floor.
Conclusions from measurement studies
The studies of acoustic correlates of American English dialects showed that there is
significant variation of vowel spaces across dialects. Positions in vowel space can be
and are used to distinguish vowels, but even when vowels overlap in the space, their
trajectory over time can be used to distinguish them. Also, differences in realization of
/r/ and probably other consonants can provide information about a speaker's dialect.
2.1.3 Variation across dialect regions
If acoustic features vary among dialects, the next step is to determine exactly how they
vary. The next set of studies was conducted with the specific purpose of characterizing
dialect differences in large speech corpora.
Variation in TIMIT
Byrd studied variation across gender and dialect region in the TIMIT database [19].
Speakers in TIMIT are assigned to one of eight dialect regions: New England, North,
South, North Midland, South Midland, West, New York City, and "Army Brat."
Among the utterances produced by the speakers, there are two sentences designed to
highlight expected dialect differences:
1. She had your dark suit in greasy wash water all year.
2. Don't ask me to carry an oily rag like that.
Byrd looked at features of reduction, including speech rate, sentence-final stop
releases, use of central vowels, flaps, glottal stops, syllabic consonants, "breathy"
vowels, and palatalization, and how they varied by gender and dialect region. She
found that dialects varied in their number of released stops, the rate of vowel reduc-
tion, the number of glottal stops, and speaking rate, while the number of flaps was
not significantly different among dialects.
Significance In general, she found that features of reduction correlate with speech
rate, and men tend to talk faster and with their vowels less peripheral in the space. In
other words, women tend to speak with fewer features of reduction. She did not find
any conclusive differences across dialect groups, and suggested that the differences
she did see may have been due to different proportions of women and men in the
samples from each group.
This highlights the difficulty in separating the different sources of speech variabil-
ity. Distinguishing the different effects of gender and dialect and other variables that
can correlate with each other can be extremely hard.
Clopper and Pisoni
In a series of papers, Clopper and Pisoni identified six American English dialect
regions, based on the TIMIT regions: New England, North, North Midland, South
Midland, South, and West, and described the acoustic features of each.
Their 2004 study looked at the acoustic features of various dialect groups from
TIMIT, then did a perceptual study to find out which of these features listeners used
to identify dialect [20].
Their acoustic study focused on trying to measure the features they anticipate
would be highlighted by the two 'dialect' sentences in TIMIT (above). They looked
at the following acoustic-phonetic properties:
1. To measure r-fulness in dark, they looked at (F3 at the midpoint - F3 at the
offset) of the vowel. This was anticipated to distinguish rhotic and non-rhotic
dialects.
2. Next, they looked at vowel brightness in wash by measuring the F3 midpoint.
Some people insert an /r/ sound into the word, so the F3 would be low in those
cases.
3. Fricative voicing and duration in greasy were determined by the proportion of
fricative that is voiced and the ratio of fricative duration to word duration.
This was to identify the cases where people pronounce the word with the voiced
fricative /z/.
4. To measure the backness of vowels (/u/ in suit, /ou/ in don't, and /a/ in rag)
they compared the maximum value of F2 in year, as this should be near the
edge of the speaker's vowel space, to F2 at the midpoint of the vowel.
5. Finally, they measured diphthongization of /e/, /ai/, /oi/ and /ou/ by mea-
suring the change in F2 throughout the vowel.
After identifying these features, they did a listening test to see which of the fea-
tures listeners used when classifying dialects. Of the features they looked at, they
found that listeners used four of them: "New England r-lessness, New England /a/
backness, Northern /ou/ offglide centralization, and South Midland /u/ fronting."
Overall, listeners were not very good at classifying speakers by dialect (about 30%
accuracy). However, they found that speakers seemed to classify speakers in broader
categories, New England, South-South Midland, and North-North Midland-West or
New England-North, South-South Midland, and North Midland-West. Also, speakers
perceived the South and New England dialects as being more distinctly different than
the other dialects. They concluded that naive listeners had some knowledge of some of
the characteristic features of American English dialects, and also that where listeners
had lived affected their ability to discriminate dialects.
Clopper and Pisoni's 2005 study examined the vowels of words in the Nation-
wide Speech Corpus with the goal of creating "a comprehensive acoustic-phonetic
description of the characteristics of the major regional varieties of American English"
[21].
They found that some of the features they looked at tended to vary within a given
dialect group. For example, /e/ raising in New England and /u/ fronting in the
Mid-Atlantic, Midland, and West were not universal in their respective groups.
They also found some unexpected features, including /w/ fronting (among males)
and raising of /u/ and /u/ in the South, and /u/ fronting and /a-/ raising in the
Midland. Also, they saw a low-back merger between /a/ and /:/ in the Mid-Atlantic,
which they think may be from lexical effects, since they used words like frogs to elicit
the /o/. In addition, pairs of vowels that seemed to be merged, for example, /e/ and
/1/ in the South, in fact had different formant trajectories, in agreement with earlier
findings. Finally, East and West New England were more homogeneous than they
had expected.
Significance Clopper and Pisoni concluded that there was "evidence that phono-
logical differences do exist between regional dialects of American English and that
the dialect affiliation of the talkers can be predicted to some extent by well-defined
acoustic phonetic differences in speech."
KIT DRESS TRAP LOT STRUT FOOT
BATH CLOTH NURSE FLEECE FACE PALM
THOUGHT GOAT GOOSE PRICE CHOICE MOUTH
NEAR SQUARE START NORTH FORCE CURE
Figure 2-1: Wells's 24 lexical sets.
In other words, not only are there acoustic correlates of variation in speech, but
they can be used to classify speakers by dialect. And, human listeners appear to
use these correlates when classifying dialects. However, there are some complexities,
because the features may not be universal within a group.
2.1.4 Wells's lexical sets
There is evidence that some words convey more dialect information than others.
Intuitively, it is pronunciation of particular words that makes an accent salient. The
two dialect-sensitive sentences in TIMIT were chosen with this assumption, with the
goal of using them to distinguish dialects with just a few words.
Wells expanded on this idea to try to describe dialects of English [22]. Focusing
on the vowels, he developed a set of keywords designed to capture the variations in
pronunciation of vowels in short words. They are listed in Figure 2-1, and examples
of words in each set are in Table A.1 in Appendix A.
Each keyword represents a set of words (lexical set) that are all pronounced with
the same vowel sound. For example, FACE includes words like tape, name, great,
steak, and wait. Wells chose the sets such that speakers of every dialect of English
should pronounce all of the words within a set uniformly. But, in a given accent,
two lexical sets may be merged. For example, most Americans merge BATH and
TRAP. With this setup, dialects can be described in terms of particular mergers and
pronunciations of lexical sets.
Schneider (cited in [23]) expanded on Wells's idea by collecting variations of the
lexical sets for different dialects of English. There may be a few different variants
of each lexical set, and a given dialect D might use variant A of KIT, variant B of
DRESS, and so on. This scheme also keeps track of mergers, so dialect D might also
have a merger between BATH and TRAP and between NORTH and FORCE.
Significance Wells's work highlights the importance of words in the perception of
dialect and uses them to describe dialects, while Schneider's work attempts to list all
the variants of the lexical sets, a step toward a way of describing English dialects.
2.1.5 String distance
Another approach to studying dialects combines the lexical methods of the dialect
atlases with phonetic analysis. Like the lexical sets, this is word-focused, but it deals
with the details of the pronunciations of the words.
Kessler studied Irish Gaelic with the goal of finding dialect boundaries automati-
cally by analyzing phonetic transcriptions of lexical items [24]. He used transcriptions
from Wagner's 1958 study of Irish Gaelic.
The traditional way to group dialects is to draw isoglosses, or lines separating areas
where words are pronounced differently or different words are used. There are some
problems with this: the locations of the isoglosses might vary based on the particular
feature being examined, making it difficult to determine consistent boundaries. They
may also be inconsistent if they are drawn by different people.
Kessler used several different distance metrics for determining similarity of pho-
netic transcriptions. In the baseline metric, two places had a distance of 0 if the
phone string was the same, and 1 otherwise. He also measured etymon identity, or
the average number of times two sites had same ultimate derivation, and word iden-
tity, which measured distance based on the number of morphemes that agree between
two words. Another type of metric was the Levenshtein distance between phonetic
strings. The Levenshtein distance is the "cost of the least expensive set of insertions,
deletions, or substitutions that would be needed to transform one string into the
other." Kessler assigned each operation unit cost, but said that ideally, some should
be weighted more than others.
He did two different types of string comparisons: phone string comparison and
feature string comparison. In phone string comparison, each operation changes a
phone into another phone, while in feature string comparison, each operation changes
a distinctive feature (nasality, place of articulation, rounding, etc.). Distance was
measured as the distance between feature values, averaged across all features.
In some cases, different words were used in different places, and Kessler used two
different approaches to deal with this: including comparisons between different words
used for the same concept, and only comparing variations on the same word. He found
that string comparison worked better than word or etymon identity, and comparing
whole phone letters worked better than comparing individual features.
Building on Kessler's work, a number of studies also used string comparisons to
cluster dialects of Dutch [25] and Norwegian [26] [27] [28].
Significance Kessler's work showed that dialects can be automatically grouped
using just phone strings. This is somewhat surprising in its simplicity. One might
expect that the more fine-grained the features, the better results would be achieved.
After all, there is more information to be exploited. It seems instead that there is
an ideal unit of language for dialect identification, the word, divided into strings of
phones.
ACCDIST
Huckvale developed Accent Characterization by Comparison of Distances in the Inter-
segment Similarity Table (ACCDIST), another metric of the similarity of speakers'
accents [29].
ACCDIST involves extracting the vowels for each speaker and comparing their
realizations to each other. This results in a chart showing the distances between each
of the speaker's vowels, e.g., between the vowel in father and the vowel in cat. The
distance between two speakers is calculated as the correlation between the two charts.
Huckvale looked at 20 sentences spoken by 10 male and 10 speakers from 14
different dialect areas from the Accents of the British Isles (ABI-1) Speech Corpus. He
compared classification accuracy with ACCDIST with a formant-frequency distance
metric and a spectral envelope metric and found that both of the other methods
showed a strong influence of gender on their accuracy, unlike ACCDIST.
Significance Huckvale used the phone string comparison idea to calculate a dis-
tance between speakers, except that he used the acoustic information from the speech
directly to calculate distance. This method has the advantage of not requiring pho-
netic transcriptions of the vowels, just the context in which a given vowel was spoken.
In addition, it essentially has normalization built into it, and can classify speakers by
dialect while minimizing the effects of gender.
2.1.6 Conclusions
The linguistic studies reviewed give a sense of what features might be perceptually
important for identification of dialects, and what speakers from different dialects
might do differently. They have made it clear that dialect matters in speech studies,
because speakers vary a great deal in how they actually say things.
Context matters, and more studies that attempt to characterize a given dialect
entirely, describing the various phonetic implementation rules used in all, or even just
several, contexts would be very useful.
Both the keyword approach and the phone string comparison approach suggest
that the word is the basic unit of dialect information. How a speaker pronounces
various words can tell a lot about where she is from. Not only that, differences
in pronunciations of words can be used to compare dialects, and the results agree
satisfyingly with human intuitions about which dialects are similar.
It is interesting and valuable to study the acoustics and phonetics of speech directly
to see how speech varies. However, these kinds of studies can be time-consuming and
require specialized knowledge. Also, when it comes to using this knowledge in the
real world, there needs to be a way to test the results. What better way than to build
systems that can attempt to do what we, as humans, do so easily-understand and
classify speech? Without real-life tests that work, we have no way of verifying that the
conclusions we have come to through our studies reflect what is actually happening.
Of course, even if the automatic systems work perfectly, that is not enough to be sure
that they reflect exactly what humans do.
Next is a review of research in automatic speech recognition, language identifica-
tion, and dialect identification.
2.2 Automatic classification of dialects
Efforts to make computers recognize and process speech have been going on for
decades. Some of the first speech recognizers were built in the 1950s at Bell Laborato-
ries, and were able to recognize isolated digits spoken by a single speaker for purposes
like voice telephone dialing [30]. Speech recognition is rapidly being incorporated into
many computer applications, like accessibility on computers, command-and-control
systems, automated telephone systems, and automated transcription. But as soon
as these models come into contact with the complex variations of real speech, they
begin to fail. There is much they cannot explain, or deal with.
One of the most difficult aspects of speech to deal with in automatic speech recog-
nition is the presence of variability in speech. Two people saying the same thing can
produce speech with very different acoustics, and if a speaker's speech has charac-
teristics that are very different from those of the speakers the recognizer was trained
on, the recognizer will have a hard time correctly identifying what was said. Foreign
accent has been associated with a 15% decline in performance in speech recogniz-
ers [31].
Improving the performance of automatic speech recognition systems has been
the driving force behind research into automatic language identification (LID) and
automatic dialect identification (ADI). Both involve identifying varieties of speech,
but dialect identification is a more subtle problem, since there are larger differences
among languages than among dialects. Language identification is a more clear-cut
problem-either someone is speaking language L or they are not.
Dialects are more complicated. Where does one put the boundary between the
Southern and South Midland varieties of American English? A given speaker may
speak with a combination of the characteristics of the two dialects, and even have
aspects of their speech that are associated with neither dialect. How should such a
speaker be classified? Dialect identification can be thought of as a fuzzy problem
dealing with a speaker's degree of similarity to some defined dialect.
But even this distinction between the two problems is not clear cut, because there
are cases, such as that of Swedish, Danish, and Norwegian, in which varieties of
speech are considered separate languages, even though they are mutually intelligible.
This phenomenon gives rise to the saying, commonly attributed to the linguist Max
Weinreich, "a language is a dialect with an army and navy" [32].
Still, for the purposes of automatic identification, it makes sense to think of the
two problems as being fundamentally different. After all, if a language identifier in
an airport kiosk identifies a speaker's Swedish as Norwegian, that is is probably close
enough for communication purposes. It is better than presenting the information in
French.
Despite the differences between the problems of LID and ADI, many of the tech-
niques used in LID have been borrowed in dialect identification, so I will discuss the
literature studying both problems together.
2.2.1 Techniques for language and dialect identification
There are two major applications of LID: preprocessing speech for machine recogniz-
ers, and preprocessing speech for human listeners.
Identifying the language of an utterance for automatic speech recognizers allows
the recognition to be done in a more focused way. Once the language of an utterance
is identified, the speech can be passed to a language-specific recognizer that will more
easily identify what was said. This is necessary in a system that receives speech
commands from speakers speaking different languages or dialects, for example, in a
voice-controlled information booth in an airport or train station.
For human listeners, an automated system should ideally be able to adapt to a
language a person understands. For example, callers to an emergency service can
be routed to representatives who speak their language, which could be critical in an
emergency. Or, a system with a voice interface may automatically give information
in the user's language after determining which language he is speaking.
The usual flow of information in LID is as follows. First, feature vectors are gener-
ated from the speech, usually from short (about 25ms) overlapping windows of speech.
From the feature vectors, one or more models are created based on the statistics of
each language. Recognition involves comparing the test utterance's feature vector to
each of the models and choosing the most likely model.
There are two main things to consider in such a system: 1) which features to look
at, and 2) how to model them, and I will review the literature with these two things
in mind.
Features
There are many aspects of speech that can be examined for language identification,
including phonology (which sets of phones are present, the frequencies of the phones,
and phonotactics), morphology, syntax, and prosody.
There is a tradeoff between the amount of information and the accuracy of the
results. The denser the representation is (closer to the original speech), the more
processing is required for it, but the sparser the representation is, the less information
it provides.
In general, hand-labeling is to be avoided, because it is time-intensive and requires
a trained human. The ideal system would be able to start with digitized speech,
generate the desired representation, and use it to create models, all with reasonable
computation times. Unfortunately, most of the current methods need some amount
of transcription somewhere in the process, whether in creating phone models or for
the test utterances.
Spectral similarity The most common approach to LID uses the spectral simi-
larity of utterances to classify utterances by language. At the most basic level, this
means, determine the frequency content of an utterance (e.g., by taking a Fourier
Transform), creating vectors from the coefficients, and then calculating a distance
between it and the various models.
In practice, people usually use formant-based features, such as the first few for-
mant frequencies, the slopes of the formants or some other measure of spectral change,
or cepstral features.
Spectral features have been shown to be useful for distinguishing vowels (see Sec-
tion 2.1.2). In addition, the ear processes sounds by frequency. The cochlea is struc-
tured so that narrow frequency ranges are mapped to different locations on the basilar
membrane. Essentially, the cochlea acts like a frequency analyzer, and it is likely that
any features that humans use in processing sound are frequency-based in some way.
Prosody Another class of features sometimes considered are prosodic features, hav-
ing to do with the patterns of intonation and phrase groupings in speech. For exam-
ple, English is a stressed language, meaning that there is usually a stressed syllable
in each word, while French is not. In English, stress distinguishes between the verb
and noun meanings of insult. Some languages have geminate vowels, where the length
of a vowel can distinguish between words. Still others use intonation to distinguish
among words. These differences mean that languages that use these prosodic features
in different ways will sound strikingly different. There is evidence [33] that the fre-
quency contour is affected by foreign accent. Patterns of coarticulation and reduction
may vary with dialect.
Temporal features There are also temporal features, having to do with the length
and timing of utterances. These include voice onset time (VOT), word duration, and
vowel duration. While these features vary with prosodic context, or where in the
word, sentence, or phrase they occur, they also show variation across speakers and
are therefore possible carriers of dialect information. [33] indicates that word-final
stop closure duration, voicing duration, and word duration are affected by foreign
accent.
Phonotactics A phonotactic model incorporates information about the relative
probabilities of sequences of two phonemes in a language or dialect. The knowledge
that a specific sequence of phonemes is very unlikely in a given dialect makes it
possible to rule out certain dialects when classifying a speaker. Such models usually
consider phone bigrams (pairs of phones) or trigrams.
In general, most people focus on spectral features-it is relatively easy to obtain
them and they have been shown to contain dialect information. However, I think
that the features have not been looked into with enough detail. For example, if it
were possible to automatically pick out the phrases and take measurements in differ-
ent contexts, we might find that the complex interaction among temporal features,
prosodic context, and pronunciation might distinguish dialects well.
2.2.2 Models
People have used many different models and classification methods for dialect and
language identification.
One of the simplest is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). GMMs model ut-
terances as being produced by random processes (the dialects) that are normally
distributed with some mean and variance. An utterance is then classified by calcu-
lating the likelihood that it was generated by each of the processes, and choosing the
process (dialect) with the greatest likelihood. Chen et al. [34], Lin and Simske [35],
Ferragne and Pellegrino [36], Lincoln et al. [37], and Huang and Hansen [38], are
among those who have done language or dialect identification using GMMs.
While GMMs are simple, they cannot capture some of the temporal relationships
within an utterance. Given a particular language, knowing that the current phone is
/s/ gives information about what the next phone can be. At a finer level, knowing
what the acoustics currently are gives information about what they will be in the
next moment, because the articulators producing those sounds move continuously. In
order to capture this extra information, the model needs to have memory, so people
use HMMs.
HMMs also assume that the observations are generated by random processes. The
system can move from state to state with varying probabilities, and each state has
a process associated with it that generates the observations with other probabilities.
So for example, in a speech system, each phone class (fricatives, sonorants, stops,
etc.) could be represented as a state. If the current state produces fricatives, there
are various probabilities of observing /s/, /z/, and so on, and for each of those, the
observations can vary due to context. The states are hidden and unobservable, so
recognition involves determining the most likely sequence of states given the obser-
vations.
In ADI and LID, a different HMM is usually trained for each class of the aspect
of the speech to be identified, i.e., for each gender, dialect, language, or speaker. For
dialects, there would be a separate model for each dialect D, resulting in models that
are tuned to different dialects, dialect-specific phone models. The test utterance is
processed with each model, yielding a score that gives a measure of how likely it is
that the utterance was produced by the given model.
HMMs are widespread in automatic speech recognition systems for modeling the
individual phones, and if there are already a few phone models for identifying the
speech of speakers from different groups, it is a simple matter to reuse these models
for identifying a speaker's dialect.
There is evidence that combining HMMs with phonotactic constraints improves
LID and ADI. Lamel and Gauvain [39], and Nakagawa and Reyes [40], did this for
10-way LID, and achieved accuracy rates of 59.4% and 58.5%, respectively. Kumpf
and King did automatic classification of Australian English spoken by native speakers
of Lebanese Arabic and South Vietnamese, and by native Australian English speak-
ers [41].
Hansen and Arslan used HMMs for dialect identification, focusing on a word list
containing accent-sensitive phones [42]. They used three different types of models.
One trained the HMM on isolated words for each accent (IW-FS). Another trained
the HMM on each phone (monophone models) with continuous speech. The third
used the same monophone models, but only considered the phones actually present
in the utterance when decoding.
They compared the computer algorithm to human listeners, and found that the
computer outperformed the average human. Also, the isolated word model performed
better (74.5%) than either of the monophone models (61.3% and 68.3%). There is
apparently dialect information being captured in the units of words that is lost if
those words are broken down into phones.
Teixeira et al. built a recognizer to distinguish foreign accents in the Transnational
English Database (TED) [31]. They found that they needed at least 6-12 words to
get information to make an identification.
Some other studies using HMMs for LID or ADI include Fung and Liu [43], Yan
et al. [44], Ferragne and Pellegrino [36], and Alorifi [45].
Significance There are some important things to be learned from this research.
First, adding phonotactic constraints to HMMs helps in identifying languages, which
is to be expected, since different languages have different rules about what sounds
can appear together.
Creating separate phone models for each dialect improves speech recognition. This
also to be expected, since trying to identify speech with significantly different charac-
teristics from the model is not likely to be successful. At the extreme, it is like trying
to identify shades of red with a camera that can only see blue.
Training models on entire words rather than on individual phones may be a better
strategy. It seems that there may be information captured in the sequence of phones
that is lost when looking at isolated phones. However, it is unclear exactly how to
train on words in practice. It is much easier to get many instances of a particular
phone than to get many instances of a word. So, it may be necessary to choose only a
small set of words, as Hansen and Arslan did in their studies. In a real-world system,
it is unclear how one would get a user to speak those particular words in order to get
the data to identify their dialect.
Teixeira et al.'s work indicated that a certain number of words is needed to provide
enough information to identify a dialect. Does it matter which ones? Is the number
of words or duration of speech needed fairly constant, or are there some words that
provide more information?
Support Vector Machines
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminant classifier, which means that it
outputs a line that divides, or discriminates between two classes of data. It finds the
discriminant that divides the two classes with the largest margin of space between
the groups. Its real power is that even if the data cannot be divided with a linear
discriminant, they can be transformed with a kernel function to another space where
they can be. While the original SVM is only for two-way classification, there are
multiclass versions of it.
Tang and Ghorbani [46] used SVMs to classify Canadian, Chinese, and Indian
speakers of English. They used used word-final stop closure duration, word duration,
intonation, and F2-F3 contour as features for classification, and compared two dif-
ferent SVMs (pairwise and directed acyclic graph) to an HMM model. They found
that the SVMs performed comparably to the HMM, with accuracies of 81.2% for the
pairwise SVM and 93.8% for both the DAGSVM and the HMM.
Significance SVMs can perform about as well as HMMs for identification of foreign
accents. It is unclear how well this performance scales with increasing numbers of
accents. It is interesting that the study uses a combination of temporal, prosodic,
and spectral features, as it takes advantage of more of the types of speech information
available to and presumably used by humans.
Mutual information
Dialect variation is by definition systematic, in that the variations in some feature
seem to have some rules for how they occur, e.g., /r/ is vocalized after a vowel in some
dialects. But are there correlations in how the different features vary? If speakers of
a dialect do /e/ tensing, are they also likely to vocalize postvocalic /r/?
Nagy et al. set out to examine exactly this: "the degree to which variation in
one feature predicts variation in each other feature" [23]. They used data including
168 binary features describing pronunciation of vowels and consonants by speakers of
35 English dialects. The features were derived from Schneider et al.'s Handbook of
Varieties of English, and largely based on Wells's lexical sets (see Section 2.1.4).
They clustered the dialects using a mutual information metric:
S,, = p(x, y) log 2  p(,) (2.1)
Sy PX(x)p (Y)
Mutual information is a function of the marginal probability distributions of the
two variables and their joint probability distribution. If x and y are independent, then
p(x, y) = px(x) p,(y), and the mutual information is zero-knowing the value of one
gives no information about the value of the other. If x and y are highly correlated,
then the mutual information is large.
Nagy et al. evaluated the resulting clusters to see how they compared to tradi-
tional groupings of dialects. Historical relationships and language contact were both
reflected in the results. For example, southern-hemisphere dialects from Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa were clustered with the East Anglia dialect, supporting
theories that they may have descended from it.
Significance One would expect that dialects that are related historically would
have acoustic and phonological characteristics in common, and this work seems to
support that.
But more significant than that is that their work investigates more detailed and
complex patterns of dialect variation across worldwide varieties of a language. It is
this kind of analysis that will allow us to determine universal patterns in language.
More work like this will have to be done to determine the patterns in other languages.
2.2.3 Conclusions
The literature on automatic dialect identification also indicates that words may be
the unit of dialect information. Hansen and Arslan [42] found that modeling isolated
words was more successful than modeling individual phones, and Nagy et al. used
features based on lexical sets, which are derived from words.
The finding that phonotactic constraints improve the performance of LID and ADI
systems can be explained by the idea that the phonotactic constraints bring some of
the information present in words into the model. Or, words capture the phonotactic
constraints present in the language or dialect.
Temporal and prosodic features also seem important for identifying dialects. This
suggests that considering both how words vary across dialect and how they vary with
context is an important step in dialect identification.
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Chapter 3
Methods
The driving vision behind the project was to create a map that would show visually
which dialects were similar to each other, with individual dialect groupings labeled.
The user could then submit a recording and see where it fell on the map in relation
to the other dialects. I now think it would have to be interactive to be able to show
enough detail. I believe that visualization is an extremely important tool for revealing
patterns in data, because the human visual system can easily pick them out of things
presented visually.
I did two sets of work in the process of developing my theories about dialect.
The first was done early in the process, and focused on clustering speakers by dialect
using their vowels. The second was an attempt to use self-organizing maps as a tool
to explore possible relationships among dialects.
In both experiments, I used the TIMIT database, developed by Texas Instruments
and MIT under the sponsorship of DARPA [47]. TIMIT contains 10 sentences spoken
by 630 speakers from 8 dialect regions of the United States. It includes two dialect
sentences that are spoken by all of the speakers with the goal of highlighting dialect
differences. The speakers in the TIMIT database are grouped into eight dialect groups
according to where they lived as children: (1) New England, (2) Northern, (3) North
Midland, (4) South Midland, (5) Southern, (6) New York City, (7) Western, and (8)
Army Brat (moved around).
I used TIMIT because it was available to me, labeled, and contained the two
dialect sentences. In addition, the speakers were already assigned to dialect groups,
which was convenient for validation purposes.
3.1 K-means clustering
The first experiment was a small study in which I used the k-means clustering algo-
rithm to try to cluster speakers by dialect. The goal was to see if the classifications
generated from this method matched the groupings that were determined by the
humans who labeled the database.
I attempted to classify dialects of speakers in the TIMIT database using a simple
k-means clustering algorithm. The goal was to see if the classifications generated
from this method match the groupings that were decided by the humans who labeled
the database.
In the k-means algorithm, k of the data points are randomly chosen as mean points
to represent the clusters. Each other data point is assigned to the mean i it is closest
to, as measured by some distance metric. Then, new mean points are calculated as
the centroids of the clusters. The process repeats with reassignment of points to the
nearest cluster, until the clusters are stable.
3.1.1 Experiment
Dataset
I used speakers from TIMIT, but I included only male speakers for simplicity. I chose
the two sentences that were constructed specifically to highlight differences between
different dialects: "She had your dark suit in greasy wash water all year." and "Don't
ask me to carry an oily rag like that." I used three speakers from each dialect group,
for a total of 48 utterances.
Features for Dialect Classification
One of the aspects of speech that heavily influences the perception of dialect is the
vowels. A given vowel can be plotted in "vowel space" or "formant space," with the
first formant frequency (F1) on the x-axis and the second formant frequency (F2) on
the y-axis. Because people speaking different dialects tend to pronounce the same
words with different vowel sounds, the distribution of vowels in this formant space
will vary among dialects (and among speakers). If we can use these distributions
to represent speakers, it should be possible to group speakers with similar vowel
distributions together, and speakers who end up in the same cluster should have
similar-sounding dialects.
I used the Praat speech analysis software [48] to label the regions of the utterances
corresponding to the vowels, then used a script to take first and second formant
frequency measurements at the 25%, 50%, and 75% points of each vowel interval.
The object in choosing a feature vector to represent my data was to represent
the distribution of vowels in vowel space. The feature vectors were constructed by
taking a histogram of the F1 vector and concatenating it with a histogram of the F2
vector to create one long vector. Using histogram bins allowed me to capture the
distribution of points along each of the axes.
A possible disadvantage of this method is that I used Matlab's hist function and
let it divide the data into equally-spaced bins, which means that my feature vector
did not capture the range of the data or the absolute differences in frequency among
speakers. However, that is not necessarily bad, since we want to ignore the individual
speaker differences and focus on the group differences.
Clustering
Clustering was done using k-means clustering on the feature vectors with a Euclidean
distance metric using Matlab [49]. Clustering is generally a descriptive method, mean-
ing that its results are meant to give a description of the underlying regularity of the
data. In situations where the data points have already been assigned to clusters,
clustering is not very helpful.
However, in this case the purpose of clustering was to see if automatic clustering
by dialect would generate similar groupings as the labels given by humans. If the
clustering generated showed some other consistent grouping of utterances that was
informative, we could learn something from that as well.
I ran the algorithm with k = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (since there are 8 dialect regions), and
compared the clusterings to the labeled dialect regions for each utterance.
One would expect two utterances spoken by the same speaker to end up in the
same cluster, so I created an intraspeaker agreement vector with binary values xi = 1
if the two utterances for speaker i are assigned to the same cluster, and xi = 0
otherwise.
For each value of k, I ran the algorithm 20 times and then took the average of the
vectors, with the idea that this would give me an idea how often a particular speaker
had cluster assignments for both of his utterances agree.
3.1.2 Results
When I compared the clusterings with the dialect regions, there did not seem to
be any consistency to the clusterings. For small k (less than 6 or 7), I would have
expected each cluster to only have a few different dialect groups represented in it,
indicating that my clusters were combinations of dialect groups. However, this was
not the case. Figure 3-1 shows some typical clusters generated by the algorithm,
where the numbers show the actual dialect groups of the utterances assigned to that
cluster. Note in particular the fact that most dialect groups are represented in a few
clusters instead of being limited to just one cluster.
When I looked at intraspeaker agreement, I found that speaker mbma0, from
dialect group 4, had a consistently high agreement rate (near 1). I double-checked
this by running everything a few times.
In contrast, the speaker maeb0 (dr4) had nearly zero agreement rate across k,
as did mdacO (drl), mbjv0 (dr2), makr0 (dr3), marwO (dr4), mabcO (dr6), maddO
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Figure 3-1: Some example clusterings, k = 3 and k = 6, where the numbers are the
dialect groups.
(dr7), maeo0 (dr7), and mbsb0 (dr8). The rest had agreement rates in the middle
somewhere.
I tried changing the number of bins in the histograms for F1 and F2, which
decreased the number of speakers with very low agreement and lower the agreement
for the speaker who had high agreement before.
3.1.3 Discussion
Overall, k-means did not seem to cluster the utterances with much consistency. Fig-
ure 3-1 shows some examples of clusterings generated by k-means. A likely reason
is that there was not very much data. There were only 48 utterances total, so clus-
tering with k = 8 would be expected to yield clusters with only 6 points per cluster,
assuming that the points in a given cluster are very close together and clusters are
far apart.
There is also the possibility that the data looks "long" or ellipsoid in the feature
space. In this case, the algorithm would tend to split the clusters, as it favors relatively
round underlying clusters, particularly if the clusters are close to each other in space.
Also, the fact that the dataset is so small means that the initialization of the means
to a random subset of the points is likely to lead to a lot of variation in the resulting
clusterings.
The validation procedure is also not as useful as it might be with more utterances
per speaker. If, for example, there were 10 utterances per speaker, then having a high
rate of intraspeaker agreement would say more about how close the clusters are.
However, we can evaluate the intraspeaker agreement for specific speakers. In
particular, speaker mbma0's consistently high agreement rate indicates that his two
utterances were very close to each other in the feature space. This could mean that
his speech was particularly distinctive in some way, i.e., he is an outlier.
Low agreement rate suggests that a given speaker had more variation in his ut-
terances than other speakers. It could also mean that there is not much difference
among the dialect groups represented by those speakers. However, that seems unlikely
given that every dialect group except group 5 is represented among the low-agreement
speakers.
3.1.4 Conclusions
While the k-means clusterings generated for this speech data were not very consistent,
this was probably because of the small dataset. The method itself still has promise
for this problem, particularly if the right feature vector can be found. In light of the
evidence that words are better for dialect identification than phones, such a feature
vector should somehow capture the context of the entire word, and not just the vowel.
It would be useful to repeat this experiment with a larger set to see if there is
better intraspeaker agreement and to see if the algorithm will be more informative
about the underlying structure of the data. Using more speakers would give a more
complete representation of each dialect group, while using more sentences per speaker
would make the measure of intraspeaker agreement stronger than currently is.
3.2 Self-organizing maps
The goal of the second stage of the project was to take a step toward my vision of the
interactive map, using self-organizing maps. I see SOMs as a possible tool for testing
hypotheses about relationships among dialects or speakers.
A clustering algorithm like k-means requires advance knowledge of the number
of clusters the underlying data has. This is not a problem if there is already a lot
of information about the data. For example, if all the users of a speech system will
either speak with a Boston accent or an Australian accent, the clustering can be done
with two clusters.
But if the system will need to interact with speakers from all over the world, there
is no way to know ahead of time how many clusters to use, and this will affect the
classification boundaries. It may end up clustering together speakers whose speech
is not particularly similar simply because there are not enough clusters. The system
needs to be able to adapt to the data that it receives.
Self-organizing maps are a type of neural network created by Kohonen [50]. Ko-
honen discovered that "a regular network structure, such as a two-dimensional lattice
of neurons, can create ordered maps of any (metric) high-dimensional signal space,
often in such a way that the main dimensions of the map thereby formed correspond
to the most prominent features of the input signals."
In other words, the SOM can transform data from a high-dimensional space into a
lower-dimensional one while keeping points that were close to each other in the high-
dimensional space close. The dimensionality reduction makes it easier for humans to
visualize the relationships among the data. All of this made SOMs seem like a good
candidate.
3.2.1 Experiment
The goal was to implement the complete dataflow from the audio waveform to the
self-organizing map.
At the back end is the SOM model, which stores the weights of each of the nodes
and is responsible for updating their values. The graphical user interface allows the
user to step the map through the algorithm with different input, and displays the
map visually. The graphical interface is a crucial part of the system, because a bunch
of numbers is difficult to interpret, and it provides a way to provide arbitrary inputs
to the map.
Data preparation
I used a modified version of Huckvale's ACCDIST feature vectors [29] with inputs
based on the two TIMIT dialect sentences.
I used the Hidden Markov Toolkit (HTK) [51] to do automatic segmentation with
forced alignment so that I could select the phones I wanted to use. I used the open
source HMM English language phone models from VoxForge [52].
Given a speaker, I used Praat scripts to calculate the average values of the first
four formants for each of the vowels to form a 4-dimensional vector. Then I calculated
the Euclidean distance between each pair of vowels to form the final feature vector
for the speaker. All of this was automated with shell scripts and Python scripts.
Some issues There are some flaws in the procedure I used. First, I needed to pro-
vide transcriptions of the sentences that were spoken for the automatic segmentation,
so I do not know how well this would scale to spontaneous speech.
Also, when I examined the resulting segmentations by eye and by ear, they were
close, but not exactly where I would have put them myself. Because of coarticulation,
it is often unclear where the boundaries between segments in spoken speech should
go. As the speech becomes closer to casual spontaneous speech, this becomes more of
a problem. For this to work, being able to pick out the segments of interest is crucial.
Software design
Model Code for the SOM was written in Python using the numpy package [53],
with wxPython [54] for the GUI. The SOM code has an SOM class that encapsulates
all the information I wanted to keep in the SOM. The map is a two-dimensional array
of nodes, with each position associated with a weight or metric reference vector mi.
I initialized the map with random values, but there are other ways to do this, such
as sampling from the training data.
At each step, given an input vector, the algorithm finds the node with the weight
closest to the input vector. This is the best matching unit (BMU). The nodes around
the BMU are modified to have weights closer to the input, according to the following
update equation:
mi(t + 1) = mi(t) + h i(t) - dist[x(t), mi(t)] (3.1)
where mi is the weight, hi(t) is a neighborhood function, and x(t) is the input.
"Around" the BMU is defined by the neighborhood function hi, which decreases
with distance from the BMU. In each update, the BMU is changed the most, while
nodes far from the BMU are changed less. Over time, this has the effect of concen-
trating similar values close together in the map.
Graphical interface In the GUI code, there are modules to run the overall simu-
lation, for the main frame, for the panel that displays the SOM in the frame, and a
for another frame that allows the user to input values.
Signals are sent from the GUI's buttons to manipulate the associated SOM object,
for example, to step the SOM with an input. After each step, the grid squares are
redrawn with their colors based on the updated weights.
Optimization
I made two major optimizations to the code. The first was a Python-specific change:
to replace range() with xrange() so that the interpreter did not create and store
long lists. The other thing was to pre-compute all the distances between nodes and
store them in a dictionary for lookup.
3.2.2 Discussion
The next step is to test the SOM with the outputs of the processed data. A major
consideration is how to visualize the data. When an input is fed to an SOM, it
essentially disappears. It is not immediately clear which part of the map corresponds
to the input. The closest thing to that is the BMU, but that is not exactly the input,
and depending on how the map has been trained, it could be significantly different.
Clearly, labeling is an important part of visualization using SOMs. After the map
has been trained, it needs to be possible to see which parts of the map correspond
to which training vectors, otherwise the map is almost useless. And, it needs to be
possible to see where the test vectors end up on the map.
Chapter 4
Discussion
The study of dialects, falling in the middle of the spectrum of variability in speech,
can help us understand how language may be processed in the brain. In particular,
understanding the constraints on how dialects can vary may give insight into how
language is stored in the brain. We know that the realization of words varies with
prosodic context. What if the way prosodic context affects words also varies by
dialect? That has to give some information about how humans go from an abstract
concept in the mind to the articulatory movements that produce the sounds. And
that knowledge can in turn help us develop better automatic speech recognition and
processing systems.
4.1 A new direction for automatic recognition
As I see it, the key problem in automatic speech recognition, indeed, in any processing
of speech with computers, is getting from the waveform to the appropriate represen-
tation of that speech. That representation has to be compact enough not to take
outrageous amounts of processing power and space to use, and it needs to capture
what is meaningful about the speech (that is somewhat application-dependent). It
may turn out to be impossible to do that anytime soon, because, after all, the human
brain has far more computing power than any computer in existence.
There seems to be no consensus on what algorithms works best for LID and ADI,
and more agreement would be expected if someone had found something obviously
superior. Researchers need to pay attention to what happens in the brain when
people identify dialects, and use that to inform their recognition systems. It is not
immediately clear that imitating nature is the best approach, but the fact that humans
can process speech so easily means that it is worth examining. In particular, I think
that resolving the question of how dialects are represented in the brain will shed a
lot of light on the problem of building robust automatic recognition systems.
4.2 How dialects are represented in the brain
As a human, once you know a dialect of a language, it is not hard to learn a new one.
It is not hard to learn to understand someone who speaks a new dialect, even if it is
quite different, as long as you have enough exposure. On the other hand, if you are
presented with an unknown or little-known language, it is harder to understand or
identify its dialects.
For example, I know English very well, Akan moderately well, and a little bit of
French. I can distinguish (and localize geographically) dialects of American English
far better than I can dialects of British English, and while I can identify Australian
speakers, I have not had enough exposure to Australian English to be able to distin-
guish its dialects. But it is rare that I hear a dialect of English that I am unable to
understand, and even when I do have trouble, it does not take me long, on the order
of minutes or hours, to become accustomed to it.
I can distinguish the Twi and Fante dialects of Akan, because they use some
different sounds, morphology, and words. However, I cannot distinguish systematic
differences in pronunciation within Twi.
Similarly, for French, I have not had enough exposure to the language to be able
to distinguish dialects, except that the little I have heard of Canadian French and
African varieties of French has been strikingly different in sound from French spoken
in France. I expect that as my knowledge of the language increases, so will my ability
to distinguish dialects.
All of this suggests that learning the first dialect of a language, involves learning
something essential about the language that applies to every dialect of the language,
and learning a new dialect involves learning something in addition to that core.
There is some debate about how people deal with being introduced to new types
of speech, whether words or dialects. One school of thought says that the represen-
tations in one's head are altered by each new input. A person's representation of the
word apple is some combination of all the different ways he has heard the word pro-
nounced, and the recency of exposure to a certain pronunciation of the word affects
that representation.
There is evidence for this, in that listeners are faster to decide whether they have
heard a word before or not if the word is spoken by the same speaker than if it is
spoken by a different speaker [55]. This suggests that the representation of the word
is intimately tied up in how it was said.
Another school of thought says that the internal representation of a word is mostly
fixed as a canonical abstract representation, but along with them are different sets
of instructions about how to realize the word, "profiles," if you will. For the word
apple, there might be a profile for the way the listener pronounces the word, and
another one for the way a speaker of the Southern American dialect says it. When
the listener meets someone speaking an unfamiliar dialect, she may have a hard time
understanding him at first, but after hearing enough speech to build up a new profile,
she will be able to understand him, and the next time she hears someone speaking
that dialect, she will have little difficulty understanding that person.
If the episodic model is correct, one would expect that being "calibrated" to a
given dialect would mean that it would take a significant amount of time to become
calibrated to another dialect, even it is a familiar one. If the profile model is correct,
then switching between profiles would be nearly instantaneous.
4.2.1 An experiment
A test to get some evidence for which of the theories is likely to be correct could look
something like this. First, have the subject listen to a familiar dialect for a while.
Take measurements of lexical access based on reaction times as a baseline.
Then switch to an unfamiliar dialect. Measure lexical access again. One would
expect this to be slower than for the familiar dialect, but over time, the speed should
increase as the subject becomes accustomed to the new dialect (for both models).
Measure how long it takes before the speeds are comparable to that for the familiar
dialect. Also, try to determine what kind of content (words) the subject needs to get
to that point.
Finally, switch back to the familiar dialect. How do the access times compare
to the original values? If the access times are comparable to the original values, or
quickly approach them, this would support the profile theory. On the other hand, if
they are significantly slower than before, and take a while to get back to their original
values, this would support the episodic theory. Again, it would be useful to determine
how many and maybe which key words it takes to get back to the base speed.
It may be necessary to compare switching to a different speaker of the familiar
dialect to switching to a speaker of a different dialect to separate the effects of di-
alect from those of speaker. Also, it is possible that the amount of time it takes to
recalibrate to a previously heard dialect after hearing another one in between is short
enough that it would not be detectable in such an experiment.
Another issue is that it is unclear how the dialect "familiarity" can be measured.
Presumably, it is a function of how close a dialect is to a dialect D the subject knows
and how well the subject knows D.
Regardless of which model, episodic or profile, is the correct one--and it may well
be a combination of the two--discovering this will give insight into how a speech
recognition system ought to be structured.
The automatic identification methods seem to need a lot of data and the fact that
they need to generate completely separate models for each dialect is inefficient, and a
sign that they are not approaching the problem in the right way. They are not taking
advantage of the fact that dialect differences can be thought of as modifications or
"extras" on some core. After learning one dialect or idiolect, it should not be necessary
to start from scratch when presented with a new dialect, because the fact that it is a
dialect of a specific (and the same) language provides valuable information.
One can describe dialects by saying that speakers of dialects A and B use different
sets of instructions to realize some core X. If each dialect of a language has X in
common, then that X is what a recognizer should be trying to learn. However, this
is complicated by the fact that no one speaks X; it is hidden under all the layers of
systematic variation. There are speakers of dialects A and B, but never of X, even
though both A and B derive from X.
Nonetheless, X is something that must exist, because people speaking different
dialects are able to understand each other in a relatively short time. I believe that
any major breakthroughs in automatic recognition of speech will come from taking
this into account; the overlap must be exploited.
4.3 An explosion of features
The research so far has shown that acoustic features do transmit dialect information,
both for human and automatic identification. And it has shown that some particular
features are better for classification than others. Any automatic dialect recognition
scheme also has to take that into account, particularly the finding that words seem
to be particularly good units of comparison.
However, in my opinion, there is inconclusive evidence about what algorithm or
model is best for classification. I think the model is far less important than the
representation. If the representation captures the distinguishing characteristics, then
any algorithm should have about the same results.
Imagine there were two groups of people who were distinguishable by their heights
alone: people in group A were never taller than height h, and people in group B
were never shorter than h. Then the height of a given person would capture all
the important information, and any decent classification algorithm would be able to
classify an unknown person. The same thing should apply to speech, but in a more
complex way.
I think the features that have shown promise might be a piece of the ideal repre-
sentation, but a piece of the right thing may not be enough. If imitating nature, in
something like an episodic model or a profile model, turns out to be the right approach
to the problem, it might take creating something with several orders of magnitude
more processing power than any computer we have now. This might take a repre-
sentation orders of magnitude larger than we could create now, one large enough to
encompass all the features that seem to work for dialect identification and much more,
even things not immediately related to speech. The model and the representation may
be so intertwined as to be inseparable.
4.4 Limits on dialect variation
This work raises a question about the limits on dialect variation. If it were possible
to collect data about all of the things that vary among dialects of English, would
we see patterns, or would there be no constraints? Are there things that will never
happen in a dialect of English, things that speakers of English will never do? Are
there things that will never happen in any language L?
I suspect that there are constraints, and that there are slightly different sets for
different languages. My guess is that in each language, some contrasts must remain
to preserve understanding. For example, in English, the contrast between minimal
pairs will tend to be preserved so that had and head will sound different. This might
not be the case all the time, because homophones do exist, although context allows
listeners to determine what was said without actually having to make an acoustic
distinction. Nonetheless, the dialectal variations should not affect the contrasts, or
should transform them while still preserving the distinctions somehow.
The chain shifts described by Labov seem to support this principle [56]. When
the pronunciations of two vowels get close together, one tends to move in the vowel
space to preserve the contrast, in turn getting close to another, and pushing it, in a
chain effect. The finding that certain vowels can be distinguished by their trajectories
even in dialects where they appear to be merged also supports this.
There is also likely to be a set of things that can vary for dialects of any language,
although that will take a lot of work to determine, a good reason to take advantage of
the speed and power of computers. Whatever the result, the process of determining
this will tell us a lot about language. This means that the next logical step is for
people to attempt to create exhaustive lists of dialect variations for other languages.
4.5 Visualization
I think it is worth investigating different ways to visualize speech-related data. Hu-
mans quickly become overwhelmed when presented with large amounts of data, but
when it is presented in a way that takes advantage of their visual pattern-recognition
abilities, they can easily pick out the connections.
While the SOM can collapse high-dimensional data into lower dimensions, it does
so at the expense of some of the related data, like labels, which must be added back
into the visualization somehow. Obviously, not all the labels can be displayed at
once. We need dense, detailed data, but at the same time, we need to be able to
easily choose to look at a sparse subset of it. I think some sophisticated interactive
computer visualizations may be the solution to this. One could imagine getting
more information by clicking on a node with a pointer, or being able to zoom in, or
presenting the data in a three-dimensional view that can be viewed from different
angles.
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Chapter 5
Contributions
In this thesis, which investigates dialect identification from the perspective of several
areas of speech research, I:
1. evaluated some of the important research in dialect identification.
2. did a simple simple study clustering dialects with the k-means algorithm.
3. proposed self-organizing maps as a tool for dialect research.
4. wrote code to implement the SOM algorithm and visualization.
5. drew attention to the study of dialect as a mechanism for learning about how
people use language
6. identified some avenues for future research:
* how dialects are represented in the brain
* more detailed and complete descriptions of dialect variations, both in En-
glish and other languages, including prosodic effects, coarticulation
* more sophisticated visualization
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Appendix A
Lexical Sets
Lexical Set Examples
KIT ship, myth, pretty, build, women, busy
DRESS step, ebb, hem, any, friend, ready
TRAP tap, cab, ham, scalp, plaid
LOT stop, solve, honest, swan, waffle, knowledge
STRUT cup, rub, done, monk, touch, blood
FOOT put, full, good, woman, could
BATH staff, dance, prance, calf, half, plastic
CLOTH off, soft, moth, wash, florid, moral, sorrow, laurel
NURSE hurt, burnt, earth, heard, rehearsal, work, attorney
FLEECE creep, seed, seem, see, needle, ceiling
FACE tape, babe, name, rein, they, weigh, great, steak
PALM calm, balm, psalm, father, bra, ma, drama
THOUGHT taught, naughty, ought, taut, autumn, fault
GOAT soap, road, note, noble, sew, dough
GOOSE loop, mood, boom, boost, move, tomb, music
PRICE ripe, tribe, time, tiger, indict, type, fight, sign
CHOICE boy, toy, joy, noise, voice, void, employ
MOUTH out, pouch, loud, noun, count, flour, crowd, dowry, plow
NEAR beer, pier, fear, appear, fierce, weird, beard
SQUARE care, fair, bear, heir, their, scarce, vary, fairy
START far, sharp, part, harsh, large, farm, Charles, party
NORTH or, for, war, short, horse, quart, swarm, ward, warm
FORCE adore, more, store, boar, floor, pour, flora
CURE poor, tour, endure, lure, pure, mural, curious, fury
Table A.1: Examples of words in Wells's 24 lexical sets. From table at [57].
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